Foster’s Refillery
Marketing and Sustainable Operations Intern

Business overview:
Foster’s Refillery is an online refill delivery service. We help cut down on single-use plastics-- rather than throw away empty shampoo bottles, cleaning bottles etc, customers can refill with us. Inspired by the milkman model, Foster’s refills and delivers household goods right to the customer's doorstep! We bike products, weather permitting, to patrons’ residences, and shoppers can purchase one of our containers to fill, or refill one of their own.

Our products are eco-friendly, never tested on animals, and many of them are made from local Utah creators. We know the power for good local businesses have in our communities, and we try to champion other small businesses as often as possible.

Time Requirements:
- 135 hour commitment
- Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings
- About 8-10 hours a week-- schedule can be somewhat flexible

To Apply:
- Send resume & cover letter to info@fostersrefillery.com.

Work overview:
We are a small start up, so your contribution will be vital to operations. That also means, however, that the work can be grueling, labor intensive and not the most glamorous.

A large part of intern daily responsibilities involves fulfilling orders. That includes preparing orders, managing the inventory and warehouse space, and doing deliveries. We also constantly need content for our social media. Interns will be tasked with creating quality content, and involved in marketing campaigns.
This is a great opportunity for someone who is eager to cultivate their marketing and entrepreneurial skill sets with a business focused on sustainability. We need someone who is hardworking, creative and trustworthy.